Grant Faculty Fellows: Introductions

- Maria Reyes - Assessment, ESE, theory
- Mary Little - Instructional strategies, reading methods
- Lee-Anne Spalding - Children’s literature, social studies in elementary education
- Liz Hoffman - methods in elementary, internships
- Michelle Kelly - Reading, assessment/diagnosis
- Sherron Roberts - language arts methods, Honors in the Major
- Caroline Marrett - undergrad, curriculum, methods
- Cyndee Hutchinson - methods in elementary education, EDG 4410
- Dena Slanda - doctoral student, co-teach with Dr. Little, Reyes, Spalding, and Hutchinson
- Carli Van Zandt - social studies 6-12 methods
- Juli Dixon - Mathematics education
- Lisa Brooks - Math and science education
- Rebecca Hines - Assistive technology, behavior disorders, collaborative teaching